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Abstract—In our study first we provide a short overview of 
the 3D virtual library project which started about ten years ago 
as part of the Cognitive Infocommunications (CogInfoCom) 
research. The current implementation of the virtual library 
model exploits the 3D features of the MaxWhere Seminar 
System. In our study we would like to summarize the classroom 
experiences that we brought together in teaching English as a 
second language for students of computer science majors at the 
Faculty of Informatics, University of Debrecen in the academic 
year of 2020 and 2021. Our main purpose was to improve the 
students’ linguistic knowledge and to collect their opinions and 
suggestions about the content of the learning material of our 
virtual library and where they think is necessary to modify it. 
Summarizing their views, we decided to add further vocabulary 
items, contexts and explanations to the material. In addition, 
their achievements proved that successful language learning 
needs carefully prepared tests and exercises which support 
self-assessment and increase motivation. In general, the more 
tests are available the more efficient the learning process is. But 
preparing good and varied tests manually is a relatively slow 
and exhausting work. Therefore, we intended to use JavaScript 
technology to develop an algorithm which can generate tests 
and exercises automatically, based on the knowledge base of the 
virtual library.
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I. INTRODUCTION 
BOUT ten years ago we launched a virtual library project 
as part of the cognitive infocommunications 

(CogInfoCom) research [1-2], focusing on the presentation of 
selected library content in virtual 3D environment the features 
of which have been thoroughly investigated by several 
CogInfoCom studies since then (e.g. presentation of virtual 
rooms and buildings in the 3D space [3-4], developing and 
using effective 3D learning environment [5-6], cognitive and 
psychological aspects of the 3D environment [7-8] etc.). The 
main objective of the virtual library project was to collect, 
organize and present relevant verbal and multimedia content in 
the 3D space about the ancient Library of Alexandria and 
classical Greek literature translated into English (e.g. texts 
about the life and work of Callimachus, translations of selected 
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literary texts from the works of prominent ancient authors etc.) 
[9-11]. Although the 3D virtual library is designed for various 
purposes, language learning has proved to be the most 
promising application of the collected virtual library content 
[12-13] because of its potential usefulness and the importance 
of advanced language skills (in our case, in English) to convey 
the ancient cultural heritage reflected in the collected material 
to today’s cultural environment.  

The literary and cultural heritage of antiquity and especially 
the collection of the ancient Library of Alexandria are usually 
referred to as a symbol of universal human knowledge and 
wisdom. Its catalogue covered all Greek literary works which 
were once available in its holdings, and the catalogue was used 
as a bibliography of ancient Greek literature for centuries. The 
3D virtual library model of our project (3DVLM) is based on 
the classification system of the ancient Library of Alexandria, 
especially on the famous Pinakes invented by the great scholar-
poet Callimachus in the 3rd century BC [12]. 

The current implementation of the 3D virtual library model 
makes use of the innovative 3D environment of the MaxWhere 
Seminar System [14] the features of which, and especially the 
embedded web browsers called smartboards, fully support the 
implementation of the basic concepts of the 3DVLM [15-17]. 
The core content of the knowledge base of the virtual library 
focuses on the classical heritage the European culture is based 
on. Our main idea is to revive and convey the message of 
ancient times to the present-day culture, which seems to be 
really crucial with respect to the young social generations. We 
firmly think that this mission can be best accomplished by 
language learning which, along with its obvious importance in 
our internet-based society, can serve as a bridge between the 
ancient times and the “modern” culture of the XXI. century. The 
basic idea of the virtual library project is that with a carefully 
elaborated way and methodology the ancient thoughts and 
values can effectively be translated (both literally and 
figuratively) to the young members of the generation CE (i.e. 
the generation cognitive entities whose members are growing 
up in “entangled co-evolution with ICT” [2]) 

The index page of the current implementation of the virtual 
library project begins with a 2D map of the virtual library which 
shows and briefly explains the main entry points to the content 
of the library (Fig. 1). 
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Fig. 1. The 2D map of the current implementation of the virtual library 
[xix]. Each abbreviation in the map refers (and is linked) to a corresponding 
part of the virtual library; e.g. clicking on [T06] (about in the centre) we can 

go to the thesaurus page described in detail in Section III.

In the following section a brief account will be provided how 
we were teaching English as a second language for the students 
of the Faculty of Informatics, University of Debrecen on the 
basis of the preprocessed texts and supporting material 
delivered by the knowledge base of our virtual library.

II. A SUMMARY OF CLASSROOM EXPERIENCES

In the academic year of 2020 and 2021 we could teach the 
compiled learning material of our virtual library for students of 
the Faculty of Informatics, University of Debrecen at Bachelor 
level. Our main objective was to develop the students’ linguistic 
competence and to collect their opinions and suggestions about 
the content of the learning material (e.g. where they think is 
necessary to correct or modify it, where to add further 
comments, vocabulary items, explanations etc. to it). In the 
autumn semester an optional university course was offered for 
the students in a blended learning form. The only admission 
criterion for students to this course was to have a successful 
placement test which measured their skills of using
grammatical rules properly in different contexts at B2 level. 
Using this test, we could quickly select those students from the 
120 candidates for the course whose language skills were 
satisfactory (i.e. at upper-intermediate or advanced level). 
Finally, we had 60 students altogether who were divided into 
three different groups for teaching. Although in the beginning 
we could deliver our courses in a traditional way where a face 
to face contact was possible between teachers and students at 
this time of the semester, later, because of the world-wide 
pandemic, we had to change the way of teaching from 
traditional to online starting from 9th November, 2020.

Below we provide a short overview of the activities we 
planned, the good experiences and practices we had, and the 
main difficulties we had to deal with during the courses. We 
emphasize in bold the most common problems we faced and 
the suggestions or observations the students made to handle 
them.

A. Teaching environment and the use of information 
technology

The lessons for the two groups of students were placed in the 
same big lecture hall where we could use only a projector and 
the blackboards as teaching aids. But the lessons for the third 
group were located in a smaller classroom which was equipped 
with the same teaching aids. In this traditional learning 
environment, we decided to present the two-dimensional 
version of the learning material for the students which was the 
same as the three-dimensional one available in the 3D Castle 
space of the MaxWhere VR platform.

B. Texts taught during the course
According to the time schedule of the course syllabus, during 

6 weeks we could focus on the learning material about 
Callimachus and the Library of Alexandria in two teaching 
hours (i.e. 2*50 min) per week. Below we provide the list of the 
primary and secondary texts from our virtual library that we 
were teaching for the students during the lessons. (The codes
that identify the texts can be seen in Fig. 1).

 Callimachus [S01],

Cyrene, Libya [X12], 

The Dorians [X13],

The Ptolemaic dynasty [X21],

The Ptolemaic Kingdom [X22],
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 Ancient Greek Literature [CLA],

The nine lyric poets [D21],

 Callimachus in Alexandria [S02],

Alexandria [X23],

 The Great Library of Alexandria [S03],  

The Mouseion [X31],

 The Pinakes [S04],

The collection of the Great Library [S41],

Callimachus’ classification system [S42],

Binomial nomenclature [X42],

The structure of the Pinakes [S43],

 The works of Callimachus [S05].

C. Text comprehension task
In the case of the S01, X12, X13, X21, X22 content units 

we could practice text comprehension by answering to various 
questions which were closely related to the content of the given 
texts. In the text comprehension tasks we perceived that the 
students could easily follow and understand the main topic of 
the complex texts in general. However, they often failed to 
explain the precise meaning of unknown words or phrases, 
or to recognize new verb or collocation patterns emerging in 
various contexts.

D. Vocabulary Teaching
We often made use of the vocabulary items integrated into 

the learning material. Those items are presented for the students 
in order to help them to understand better and memorize the 
spelling, pronunciation and definition of selected words and 
their related term(s) as well. While we were reading and 
processing the texts about Callimachus, the students were asked 
to mention or provide a synonym or antonym of, to define, 
or paraphrase the meaning of selected words or expressions
[18]. We learned that it was the most difficult task for them. In 
case we explored a new word, expression or collocation in the 
text we were studying with the students, we suggested that they
should learn and memorize it ‘as is’.

E. Collecting opinions from the students
We distributed a small paper among students towards the end 

of the lessons to collect their opinions or proposals about the 
content of the learning material by posing them the following 
question: “Which words, collocations or grammatical 
structures caused you any difficulties in the learning 
material?” According to these feedbacks the students had a big 
problem with the pronunciation and spelling of proper 
names occurring in the texts. For example, they asked us to add 
new vocabulary entries to the learning material about the 
spelling and pronunciation of the name of the major ethnic 
groups in Classical Greece (not to mention historical figures, 
mythological characters, geographical names etc.).

F. Preparation for the lessons
In advance, we prepared a lot for these English lessons and 

looked for the precise definition of each new word and its most 
frequently used collocations in a monolingual dictionary [e.g. 
19] which seemed to be relevant in the context. In several cases 
we also chose sentence samples or, in general, concordances
(from various sources, e.g. from literary works, monolingual or 
quotation dictionaries etc.) which conveyed the various shades 
of meaning of the given word in different contexts. There were 
cases when we had to provide further explanations for the 
students about the meaning of special terms, e.g. those used for 
describing historical periods, art periods etc. (“Archaic 
Greece”, “Old Comedy”, “New Comedy”, “Hellenistic Period”
etc.) From time to time, we also checked the grammar [22] used
in the studied texts if further grammatical explanations are 
required for the students. 

G. Integration of concordances into teaching
Concordances can provide a simple and valuable help to 

teach real English in the classroom [20-21]. We selected a lot 
of concordances that we thought might be helpful for the 
students, and organized them around specific keywords in 
separate thesaurus pages. Although it is not very easy to find 
the best method for integrating concordances successfully into 
teaching, we presented the content of the compiled thesaurus 
pages to the students and explained the page structure for them
putting special emphasis on the importance of concordances. In 
case a concordance had an obscure or ambiguous part (with 
respect to meaning, grammar, style, imagery etc.) we provided 
special explanatory notes for the given concordance in the same 
format which we used for the main content units of the learning 
material. Note that the notes often contain references to other
concordances and explicit concordances as well.

The explanatory notes attached to certain phrases in the S05 
content unit proved to be very useful for the students. Using 
these notes, the students could understand better those 
collocations which included abstract concepts such as „an
aesthetic of smallness and perfection”, „his expression of what 
constituted excellence”, „drive their wagons” etc. In these 
explanatory notes we used concordances in order to support the 
language learners to understand and memorize better the 
meaning of certain collocations and broaden their vocabulary at
the same time. Note that only at this point of the learning 
material we could easily integrate concordances into teaching. 
As a consequence, we found that concordances, which play an 
important role in activating language, would principally be 
associated with a given context.

H. Assessment of students’ language competence 
After 6 teaching weeks the students wrote a test paper on

the vocabulary and grammar of the learning material in a 
traditional form. The so-called “word test” contained new 
words, collocations, parts of sentences or whole sentences that 
the students had to translate from English to Hungarian and vice 
versa. They had to provide English definitions of five terms that 
were selected from the studied texts of the learning material. 
The students found this exercise a bit difficult, but they could 
cope with it successfully. In addition, they had to solve a 
grammatical exercise related to advanced English grammar [22]
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which occurred in the studied text about ancient Greek literature 
[CLA].

On the whole, we can conclude that the majority of the 
students could acquire successfully the vocabulary and the 
grammar of the primary and secondary texts of the virtual 
library because a relatively small proportion (15%) of them 
received unsatisfactory grade for their test paper. (Note that
those students who failed at first could later try again to improve 
their results.). Due to the relatively small number of students 
we consider the students as one homogenous group and did not 
examine the test results according to different aspects. As 
regards the further assessment of the learning material, we plan 
to use the Google Translate service [26] as an AI agent that can 
be metaphorically considered as a virtual language learner at an 
intermediate (or advanced) level. GT can translate selected 
parts of the learning material and the evaluation of the results 
can provide unlimited number of empirical data which we can 
use continuously to assess and improve our learning material.

On the basis of the students’ opinions and suggestions (e.g. 
on the spelling and pronunciation of proper names, the 
explanation of special terms etc.) we intended to add further 
vocabulary items and explanations to our learning material
to make it more usable and understandable for those language 
learners who use our material to improve their English 
(preferring either classroom or online learning environment, or 
independent learning).

III. CONTENT DEVELOPMENT FOR CLASSROOM USE

On the basis of our classroom experiences we decided to 
further develop the knowledge base of the virtual library in 
order that it could be much more effectively used in language 
learning and teaching. Because the use of thesaurus pages, and 
especially concordances caused considerable difficulties for 
students we focused on the full revision and development of the 
structure and content of thesaurus pages. In the following, we 
would like to describe a selected page in detail on the one hand, 
and explain the applied page elements and tools on the other 
hand.

Thesaurus pages are organized around given microcontexts,
where the term ‘microcontext’ means a group of semantically 
related words (i.e. synonyms, antonyms, related or contrasted 
words) that fits into a given grammatical or collocation pattern. 
We present the words in a way following the structure of well-
known thesauri, synonyms dictionaries and lexicons [i-vi] 
where most of the related words were selected from (creating 
several subgroups, sometimes in two or three hierarchical 
levels, according to the meaning of the words). The collocation 
patterns, in turn, can be found in collocations dictionaries [vii]. 
The microcontexts are illustrated by carefully selected 
concordances, similarly to the example sentences of the entries 
of monolingual dictionaries [e.g. vii-xii] where most of the 

learners to develop their vocabulary and related skills (e.g. 
grammar, composition, style etc.).

We selected the thesaurus page entitled [T06] which is 
related to the keywords account, description, report; narrative, 
story; article, document, essay, review, study etc. The page is 
organized around the collocation pattern [adj+noun] where the 
possible nouns (i.e. the keywords which can be placed into the 
“noun” part of the pattern) can be seen in Fig. 2.

Fig. 2. The list of keywords used in thesaurus page [T06].

Some of the possible adjectives (which can be placed into the 
“adj” part of the pattern) can be seen in Fig. 3. For example, 
valid combinations are “accurate account”, “apt description”,
“comprehensive report” etc. 

Fig. 3. The first part of the list of adjectives used in thesaurus page [T06].

At the end of the thesaurus page [T06] all the available 
combinations are listed in two tables. In the first table the 
collocations are ordered by nouns (e.g. ‘account’, ‘anecdote’ 
etc.; see Fig. 4), and in the second table the collocations are 
ordered by adjectives (e.g. ‘accurate’, ‘ancient’ etc.). Note that 
currently there are 18 nouns (including plural forms) and 221 
adjectives which make possible, at least theoretically, 3978 
combinations of the corresponding words according to the 
given collocation pattern. In the thesaurus page there are 
currently 58 combinations that are validated (and illustrated) by 
selected concordances.

The students found this exercise a bit difficult, but they could 
cope with it successfully. In addition, they had to solve a 
grammatical exercise related to advanced English grammar [22]

concordances were selected from, although we used production 
and quotation dictionaries as well [xiii-xv] and various literary 
and other texts (e.g. [xvi-xvii]). Here we use the general term 
‘concordance’ because in our case concordances include not 
only selected sentences, but quotations or short extracts from 
various texts as well which we think can be useful for language 
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Fig. 4. The collocations of the word ‘account’ listed in the first table at 
the end of the thesaurus page [T06].

In the thesaurus page we arranged and grouped the selected 
concordances according to the adjectives used in the applied 
collocation pattern (formatted in bold font type). In the 
concordances the keywords were emphasized using small-caps 
font variants. In some cases we presented the context of the 
concordance as well, inserting a short text immediately after the 
concordance. Where a rare or possibly “difficult” word 
occurred in the concordance (denoted by an asterisk) we added 
a link to a vocabulary entry at the end of the thesaurus page 
explaining the meaning of the given word (see Fig. 5.1-5.2).

Fig. 5.1. The concordances containing the adjective ‘accurate’ in the 
given collocation pattern.

Fig. 5.2. The vocabulary entry explaining the verb ‘record’ by a short 
definition and several concordance samples.

In the learning process it is strictly necessary for a student to 
understand the structure and aim of the learning material in 
order to (repeatedly) read and memorize its content. But to 
memorize almost 60 concordances certainly needs additional 
support. Therefore we created a semantic map of the most 
important collocation patterns and concordances which shows 
the semantic relationships of the patterns and helps visually 
memorize them (Fig. 6). 

Fig. 6. The semantic map of the most important collocations represented 
in the thesaurus page [T06]. Each abbreviation refers (and is linked) to a 
specific concordance in the page; e.g. clicking on [C46] (labeled with the 

adjective ‘long’) we can go to the concordance “He made a long and detailed 
study of how animals adapt to their environment.” [x].

Note that we deliberately used different colors for different 
keywords in the patterns (e.g. red for ‘account’, green for 
‘description’, etc.). We linked the patterns which contained 
either the same or syntactically related adjectives (i.e.
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synonymous / antonymous or related / contrasted words as in 
thesauri), e.g. ‘beautiful’ ~ ‘marvellous’ ~ ‘remarkable’;
‘authentic’ ~ ‘original’ ~ ‘real’; ‘long’ ~ ‘short’ etc.

Finally, we created 50 tests for the students to practise their 
skills and improve the knowledge they have acquired. Note that 
doing tests repeatedly is also a very effective way of learning 
and memorizing the content provided by the tests.

Every test is based on a given concordance but the adjective 
and noun parts of the concordance are replaced by 4-4 randomly 
generated words in addition to the “valid” words which provide 
the right solution of the test (thus a student should choose the 
correct words from 5 options for each variable part of the 
sentence). So there are fixed and variable parts of a given 
sentence in a test, and sometimes, for either grammatical or 
didactic purposes, there are more than two variable parts (e.g. a 
student should choose the right article, the correct form of the 
verb etc.). We tried to create the algorithm which generates the 
random tests that as many combinations appear to be more or 
less acceptable as possible. We can always find the offered 
solution of every test clicking on the OK button at the end of 
the sentence (see Fig. 7-8).

Fig. 7. The test based on the first concordance which can be seen in Fig. 4.

Fig. 8. The solved test which can be seen in Fig. 7.

Note that, in addition to grammar rules, we need to get 
realistic alternatives for the words which appear in the variable 
parts of the sentences. In this respect, the semantically related 
nouns (keywords) and adjectives are crucial. But we cannot be 
quite sure that all the combinations are correct unless we have 
a real occurrence which is provided by one or more 
concordances (which validate a possible combination of 
words).

IV. PRESENTATION OF THE VIRTUAL LIBRARY CONTENT IN 
THE 3D SPACE

As mentioned before, the current implementation of the 
3DVLM exploits the excellent 3D features of the MaxWhere 
Seminar System including, in the first place, the effectively and 
decoratively arranged smartboards in ready-made 3D virtual 
spaces where the main content (e.g. cabinets, corridors as well 
as cabinet walls) and the navigation / organization tools (index, 
thesaurus, reference etc. pages) of the virtual library [16–17] 
can be presented. There are a lot of well-designed and 
spectacular 3D virtual spaces available on the MaxWhere site 

[14] which can be used in almost every context, although each 
space has its unique and distinguished features. For the 
arrangement and presentation of the virtual library content, in 
our previous publications [16–17,21] we chose the 3D Castle 
virtual space. Due to the flexibility of the 3DVLM, we can use 
other 3D spaces as well. For the new implementation we 
decided to try and use another 3D space, namely the 3D Library 
virtual space which contains its smartboards in a two-storey 
virtual library building. In the following, we would like to 
present some screenshots, along with detailed explanations, 
which would illustrate how to access selected virtual library 
content in the 3D Library space.

Let the starting point be the navigation page [17] (Fig. 9).

Fig. 9. A screenshot focusing on the navigation page of the virtual library 
located on the ground floor in the MaxWhere 3D Library space.

In the foreground of the image presented in Fig. 9 we can 
see smartboards which jointly serve as an “information desk” 
of the 3D library. They offer “smart” access to the navigation / 
organization tools of the virtual library:

– the navigation page is located at the centre of the image; 
it contains the 2D map of the virtual library where the primary 
and secondary texts, and other content units are identified by 
corresponding codes (cf. section II/B. and Fig. 1);

– on the left side we can see a small part of the page which 
provides a timeline of some historical milestones of the ancient 
era;

–on the right side a part of the category page [17] can be 
seen which contains descriptions of the main classification 
categories and shows their hierarchical arrangement.

In the background of the image presented in Fig. 9 we can 
observe some additional smartboards as follows:

– the smartboards on the ground floor of the 3D library 
present the content of the main cabinets of the virtual library
containing primary texts about Callimachus (see later);

– the smartboards on the first floor of the 3D library present 
the thesaurus pages of the virtual library including the 
thesaurus page [T06] introduced in detail in Section III.

Because the main function of the information desk is to help 
the users find the relevant information, we placed the content of 
the navigation / organization pages on the wall of the 3D library 
as well (Fig. 10). Here at the centre of the image we can see 
again the 2D map of the virtual library which provides entry 
points to the texts and other content units of the library. Note 
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that as the collection of the virtual library grows new codes and 
links will appear in the map.

Fig. 10. A screenshot of three navigation / organization pages of the 
virtual library located on the wall in the MaxWhere 3D Library space.

The content of the main cabinets is organized around 
selected slides about the life and work of Callimachus (labeled 
as Callimachus / S01, Callimachus in Alexandria / S02, The 
Great Library of Alexandria / S03, The Pinakes / S04, The 
works of Callimachus / S05 etc. [16–17,23]). They can be found 
on the ground floor of the 3D library just behind the information 
desk. The slide about Callimachus, and that about the Great 
Library of Alexandria can be seen in Fig. 11.

Fig. 11. A screenshot of the cabinets which contain slides about 
Callimachus and the Library of Alexandria located on the ground floor in the

MaxWhere 3D Library space.

From a different angle, the slide about the Pinakes can be 
seen in Fig. 12. 

Note that the slides about the life and work of Callimachus 
can serve as the starting point for the language learners to the 
full content of the library. After them they can explore other 
texts some of which are directly or indirectly connected to the 
primary texts about Callimachus and his work. For example, the 
presented text about Pinakes, which “was one of the first known 
documents that lists, identifies, and categorizes a library's 
holdings” [xvi], involves both a selected text about the 
collection of the Great Library of Alexandria [S41] and a brief 
summary about Callimachus’ classification system [S42].

Fig. 12. A screenshot of the cabinet which contains a slide about the 
Pinakes located on the ground floor in the MaxWhere 3D Library space.

For those who are interested in the content of the virtual 
library that we have presented in this study (including the texts, 
the thesaurus pages, additional supporting materials etc.), the 
current implementation of the virtual library project can be 
accessed in 2D web page form via the internet [xviii-xix].

V. CONCLUSION

Obviously, the linguistic content which the thesaurus page 
[T06] represents covers only a small piece of the practically 
infinite variations the natural language can offer. Nevertheless, 
we think that it can teach and broaden very important skills for 
the students, e.g.
– the semantically related words (either the adjectives or the 
keywords), as well as the additional words which occur in the 
concordances, considerably improve the students’ vocabulary;
– the students can get “ready-made” patterns which they can 
apply directly, and they learn the way how such patterns can be 
created;
– some concordances (e.g. quotations) and/or their attached 
context convey useful and valuable meanings which are well 
worth memorizing;
– hopefully the structure of the material motivates the students 
to observe and collect similar patterns.

In order to support language learners, we developed a 
knowledge base the content of which we try to gradually 
improve with additional items and tools that might be useful for 
language learners (e.g. preprocessed texts, dictionary and 
encyclopedia entries, maps, elaborated microcontexts, selected 
concordances, quotations, selected passages from literary 
works, generated tests etc.). Because the arrangement of the 
various items and their relationships play a significant role in
the learning process, we took full advantage of both the 
hypertext-based 2D and the virtual 3D environment mapping 
and visualizing the compiled material of the virtual library 
using the MaxWhere Seminar System with its excellent features
[23].

Because “cognition, metacognition, procedural skills, and 
motivational factors are important determinants of learning 
activity” [27], cognitive aspects of the virtual library model are 
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– language level which, among others, makes possible to 
build words, expressions (phrases, idioms etc.) and sentences 
using grammatical (e.g. collocation or verb) patterns, stylistic 
and rhetorical figures or devices etc. (also called syntactic level 
[28]);

– textological level which, among others, makes possible to 
build texts (also called semantic level [28]);

– intertextual or hypertextual level which, among others, 
makes possible to build coherent (or semi-coherent) texts from 
different texts (also called pragmatic level [28]);
– presentation level which, using interactive 2D browsers 
and/or various 3D VR or AR (Virtual or Augmented Reality) 
tools, presents grammatical, textual, intertextual, hypertextual 
etc. relationships between the lexical items or units of the 
presented knowledge base and makes possible to have access to 
them in the virtual 2D or 3D space.

Note that the higher levels are based on the lower ones, and 
the resulting complex structure is one of the key factors that
contribute to the overall effectiveness of the learning process. 
With regard to the fourth level, cognitive infocommunications 
research shows that using digital 3D VR and AR technology in 
education can support cognitive processes such as finding, 
processing, memorizing, and recalling information. Moreover, 
3D environments are also “capable of providing users with a 
much higher level of comprehension when it comes to sharing 
and interpreting digital workflows” [29], e.g. when using e-
learning tools or participating in a collaborative learning 
process [30]. 

At the first level the virtual library offers various solutions 
which can support the language learning process. As we have 
seen above, a thesaurus page is organized around separate but 
interwoven elements of knowledge called microcontext (i.e.
two separate groups of semantically related words, illustrated 
by a list of selected concordances). We added tests to help the 
learners memorizing vocabulary and lexical items which seem 
to be necessary for them “to become a long-term part of the 
learner’s own store of English” [24]. The distinction between 
learning lexical items and their context by reading the pages 
repeatedly and practicing them by using tests raises the question 
whether it is worth presenting those parts of the knowledge base
simultaneously, in separate smartboards. For example, one 
smartboard can display the tests, and another (practically the 
one that is next or opposite to the other one) can display the 
vocabulary, collocations, concordances etc. which the tests are 
based on. It can be a real benefit which only the 3D environment 
can provide.

As feedbacks are always important, future works could focus 
on evaluating the syntactic and semantic level using AI tools 
(e.g. the Google Translate service) and/or assessing the 
motivation and performance of language learners when using 
the 2D and 3D forms of the virtual library.
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